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A theorem is proved that the subgroup of Iw” generated by a semicontinuum containing the 
origin is a linear subspace of W”. It is the answer to the question of J.E. Keesling and D.C. Wilson. 
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In [l] Keesling and Wilson proved that a subgroup of R” generated by a Peano 
continuum containing the origin is a linear subspace of R”. They also asked the 
following question: “If X is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of R” containing the 
origin, then is the subgroup generated by X a subspace of I!%“?“. In this paper we 
answer this question in the affirmative. In fact we prove a little stronger theorem. 
In the paper we accept standard notations. N is the set of natural numbers, Z is 
the set of integers, R is the set of reals and R” is the product of n copies of IR. For 
X contained in R” the subgroup generated by X will be denoted by (X), i.e., 
(X)= {&iXi+. . .+ Ekxk: kEN, E,E{-l,O, l}, XiEX for iE{l,. . . , k}}. If X, Y are 
subsets of R”, then X + Y = {x +y: x E X and y E Y}. If x E R”, then Zx = {kx: k E Z}. 
For ic{l,..., n} we denote by e, the ith vector of the standard base of R”, i.e., e, 
is an n-tuple in which all, but the ith, elements are equal to 0 and the ith is equal 
to 1. By 0 we denote the origin of R”. 
A subset of R” of the form u + W = {v + w: w E W} where u E R” and W is a linear 
subspace of R” will be called a hyperplane. If X is a subset of R”, then we denote 
by L(X) the smallest hyperplane containing X. Such a hyperplane exists because 
it is the intersection of all hyperplanes containing X. Let {x0-x1, . . . , x0 - xk} be a 
maximal, linearly independent set such that xi E X for i E (0, . . . , k}. Then it is easy 
to observe that L(X) = x0 + span({x, -xi, . . . , x0 - xk}), where span( Y), for Y c R”, 
denotes the linear subspace generated by Y. By a semicontinuum we mean a 
topological space such that any two of its points belong to a continuum contained 
in the space (see [2, p. 1881). Obviously each continuum is a semicontinuum. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
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Theorem. If X is a semicontinuum contained in R”, then there exists a vector v E R” 
such that (X)=Ev+L(X). Moreover, (X)= L(X) if and only if L(X) contains the 
origin. 
The following corollary is an obvious consequence of the theorem. It is also the 
answer to Keesling and Wilson’s question. 
Corollary. If X is a semicontinuum in R” containing the origin, then the group (X) 
is a linear subspace of R”. 
To prove the Theorem we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let X,, . . . , X,, be arcwise connected, topological spaces, let a, b be two 
real numbers with a < b, let I = [a, b] and let XL, xi be two different points of Xi. 
Then there does not exist any continuous mapping F: X, x . . . x X,, + al” such that 
F(X, x - . .x{xk}x. ~~xX,)c_Ix~~~x{a}x~~~xI, 
F(X,x. . -x{x;}x* ..xX,)cIx...x{b}x...xI. 
(*) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that a = -1 and b = 1. Let Ji be 
an arc joining xi, and xf and let A: I+ Ji be a continuous mapping such that 
A(-1) = xi, and J(l) = xf .Let us define a mapping G: I" + ar" E I" by the formula 
G((P,, . . . , P,)) = -F(f,(p,), . . .,fn(p,)), where PiEI for iE{l,.. ., n}. We claim 
that G does not have a fixed point which contradicts the Brouwer theorem. Really, 
an internal point of I” cannot be a fixed one for G(1”) E al". Let p be a boundary 
point of I”. Then p = ( pl, . . . , p,,) with pi E (1, -l} for some i E (1, . . . , n}. Thus we 
have 
G(P) = -F(f,(pJ, . . . ,fn(pn)) 
c_ -(Ix. * *x{pi}x* .*x1)=1x. * ‘x{-pi}x. - *xl 
bUtpEIX***X{Pi}x. . * x I, whence G(p) f p. 0 
Now we prove an analogous lemma for continua. 
Lemma2. IfX ,,..., X,, are metrizable continua and xi, xb, I are as in Lemma 1, 
then there does not exist a mapping F : X, x . . . x X,, -+ ar” satisfying condition (*). 
Proof. Since we can embed each Xi into the Hilbert cube Z%= IHo we can consider 
Xi as a compact, connected subset of Z?. Let p denote a metric in 2 and let d be 
a metric in 2”’ defined as follows: 
d((x,, . . .,X”),(Yl,..., Y,)) = max dxi, Yi), 
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where, for i E { 1, . . . , n}, xi and yi belong to 9Z’. If F : X, x * * * x X, + aI” is a mapping, 
then there exist an open subset U of x” containing X,X. * * XX, and a mapping 
F’: U + aI” which extends F. The extension F’ exists because aI” is an ANR. Since 
x,x* * * xX, is compact, we can find for each E > 0 a number 6 > 0 such that for 
YE UandxEX,x. .*xX,, withd(x,y)<6 wehaveJF’(y)-F’(x)J<&.(Here)*-*I 
denotes the usual, “Euclidean” metric in I”.) Let us put U’= 
{y~~‘:inf{d(x,y):x~X,x~~~ x X,,} c 6) and U” = U’ n U. Then U” is an open 
set containing X, X * * * x X, whence, because of compactness of Xi, by the Wallace 
lemma (see [2, p. 15]), there exist open sets V E %?, for iE (1,. . . , n}, such that 
x, x . * *xx,z v,x** . x V,, E U”. We can choose Vi as connected sets because the 
Xiareconnected.Ify~V,~~~~x{x~}~~~~xV,(ory~V,x~~~X{x~}X~~~XV,), 
then, by the definitions of Vi and of d, there exists x E X, X. . . x {XL} x. * * x X,, (or 
XEXiX. * .x{x;}x..* x X,, respectively) such that d(x, y) < 6 and therefore 
IF’(y)-F’(x)l=IF’(y)-F(x)~<E. Put G= F’I V,x. * .x V,,. So, if F has property 
(*), then we have 
G(V,x. * .x{xb}x. -.x V,)clx* ~~x[a,a+&]X~‘~XI 
and 
G(V,x~~~x{x~}x~~~xV,)~~x~~~x[b-~,b]x~~~xI. 
It is obvious that if we put E < (b - a)/2, then there is a mapping G’: I” + I” such 
that 
G’(I x. ~~x[a,a+&]X.~~XI)~IX.~~X{a}x~~~xI 
and 
G’(I x . ~*x[b-&,b]x~~~xI)cIx~~-x{b}x~~~xr. 
The mapping G’ 0 G satisfies condition (*), but the Vi are connected and open 
subsets of 2, whence they are arcwise connected. This contradicts Lemma 1. 0 
Proof of the Theorem. Let L(X) = x0 + span({x, - x, , . . . , x0 - xk}) for some Xi E X, 
iE{O,l,..., k} such that {x,,-xi,..., x0-xk} is linearly independent. For i E 
{l, . . . , k} let Xl be a continuum contained in X and containing both x0 and xi. 
Such continua exist because X is a semicontinuum. 
Now we reduce the problem to a special case. We shall be done if we show that 
(x;-xou* *.uXL--xk)=span({xO-x,,.. . , x0 - xk}) because it implies that (X} = 
Zx,+span({x,-x,, . . . , x0 - xk}) = Zx, + L(X). To this end it is enough to prove 
that if X:!, for iE (1,. . . , k}, are continua in lWk, 0 E X;l n. . . n Xl and ei E Xl, for 
ie{l,..., k}, then (X; u. * * u Xl) = Iw k. Obviously it suffices to prove that int( (X ;’ u 
. * * u X;l.)) # 0 (int denotes the interior). 
For 2 contained in Rk let us define (21 = sup{(z]: z E Z}, where (z( is a usual norm 
in [We, i.e., ]z] = Jz: + - - . + 2:. Let s = max(]X;'J, . . . , (X~])<+KJ, let E ~0 be given 
and let N be a natural number so great that (k - 1)s < EN. Put Xi = X:! u ( ei +X;) u 
(2e,+X:)u. * .U(Nei+X:). Note that Xis(Xgu. * +uX[) because e,EX:(; for 
the same reason the X, are continua. 
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We claim that the cube (&NET,, (1 - e)Ne,) x * . * x ( &Nek, (1 - s)Ne,) c Rk is con- 
tained in X1+* . * + &. Indeed, suppose on the contrary that there is P E 
(.eNe,,(l-s)Ne,)x.. ‘x(&Ne,,(l-&)Ne,)\(X,+**‘+X,).ForiE{l,..., k}pUt 
Ii = [0, Neil and let T : Rk\{Z} + d( I, x * * . x Ik) c Rk denote the projection from the 
point X, i.e., n(x) is the unique element of { t(x -T) + Z: t > 0} n a(1, X. . * X Ik). Let 
F:X,x* * ~xX,~d(l,x* * . x Ik) be defined by the formula F((x, , . . . , xk)) = 
T(X, + * . . + &). Note that F is well defined because ~3 r? X, + * . . + &. 
We show that 
F(X,x. “x{O}x”.xXk)cI,x.‘.x[O,&Nei]x”‘xI, 
and 
F(X, x . ..x{Nei}x. **XX,)GI,X* ’ ‘x[(l-&)Nq, Nei]x’ “xIk. 
Let rri denote the orthogonal projections on straight lines Re,. It suffices to prove that 
~~,(F(X,x~~~x{0}x-~~xX,))~<&N 
and 
Irr,(F(X,x. . .x{Ne,}x. * *xX,))-Ne,]<&. 
It is geometrically obvious and not difficult to check that if ITi( < EN, then 
]~~(rr(x))l<~N, and if Jrri(x)J>(l--s)N, then ITi(n(X))]>(l-e)N. Hence, bythe 
definition of F, it is enough to prove that (ni(X1 +. + * +0+ * . . -t X,)1< EN and 
IriCxl+’ . .+ Ne,+. **+X,)-Ne,]<sN. But we have 
]7ri(X,+*. *+o+* . ‘+&)l=I~i(x,)+’ “+0-t’ ’ ‘+ri(&)( 
‘. 
Jf’ 
and 
Ini(xl+’ - .+ Nei+. .,$_Xk)-Neil=Irri(X,f...+O+...+Xk)l<~N 
by linearity of vi. 
In the same way as in Lemma 1 we can modify F and obtain F* : X1 x * . . x Xk + 
d(I,X* . * x Ik) such that 
F*(X,x-~~x{O}x~~~xXk)~I,x~~~x{O}x~~~xIk 
and 
F*(X, x . **x{Ne,}x. ~~X~k)~~,X~~~x{Nei}x~~~x~~. 
But this contradicts Lemma 2. 
so 
(sNe,,(l-e)Ne,)x* ~‘x(&Ne,,(l-E)Nl?,t)~X1+“*+Xk 
whence 
0 # int(X, + * a . +X,) G int(X, u . . . u X,) = int(X;’ u . . . u Xl) 
and thus the first part of the theorem is proved. 
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The second part is a simple consequence of the first one. Really, if (X) = L(X), 
then L(X) is a group and it contains the origin. If the origin is in L(X), then L(X) 
is a linear subspace of [w” so it is subgroup of [w”. Hence (X)c L(X), because 
Xc L(X), and by the first part of the theorem (X) = L(X). 0 
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Note added in proof 
A solution with the aid of different method to the problem solved above is 
presented in a sequence of exercises in the third edition of “&ments de 
mathematique, Premiere pat-tie, Livre III, Topologie G&r&ale” by N. Bourbaki 
(Hermann, Paris, 1961) Chapter II, Section 4, Exercise 15; Chapter VI, Section 1, 
Exercise 10; Chapter VII, Section 1, Exercise 16. 
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